IN GERMANY SINCE 1893

Crafted in Europe. Made by World’s
most prestigious piano maker
C.Bechstein, Berlin.

The 160 employees in C.Bechstein
Europe in Czeche Republic are
passionate and dedicated to make the
most beautiful sound of Hoffmann piano
which will be an inspiration to play in
any part of the world.

W.Hoffmann piano has its brand origin in
Germany since 1893, found its new
home at Hradec Kralove , a beautiful
town in touch with rich culture and
tradition of music.

VISION 120
An affordable entry to the
world of European piano
R.R.P. $11,000

$9,999
VISION 131

W.Hoffmann pianos are the embodiment
of C.Bechstein, world’s prestigious brand
with over 150 years of tradition.The
inheritance of Bechstein expertise flows
from design to selection and processing of
the material, ensuring strictest inspection
by German engineers before the piano
leaves the factory.

Material: The 4 basic elements used in the piano making , wood, felt,
metal, skin, are all meticulously selected by Bechstein Experitise with
their wealth of experience and knowhow.
The Critical Touch: A well made W.Hoffmann piano will not leave the
factory without the final finishing touch . Each W.Hoffmann
piano is individually tuned, voiced and regulated to the German
Standard

Concert upright stands out
for its powerful, brilliant
and nuanced voice

Tone: Broad, dynamic range with wonderful and colorful voice offering
the pianist with almost unlimited possibilities of expression.

R.R.P. $14,500

Touch: From the pleasant touch to the impeccable and nuanced
action, enable pianists to repeat notes easily

$13,500
TRADITION 128
Downright details, inbuilt
agraffe makes a
professional precision in the
unmistakable sound

Outlasting Performance: The pleasure of playing a W.Hoffmann will
not fade with time. Durable performance and outlasting quality make
owning a W.Hoffmann piano the best choice.

Visit German Piano Centre
#04-01 Funan DigitaLife Mall

R.R.P. $14,900

$13,900

Specifications are subject to change without prior notifications.
While stocks last.

